
RS 2018 COMMENTS

3. APT & EEE Any comments?

Very satisfied

does not apply to me, didnt take either

it is not fair to take a course just because of one missing grade on the exam .

no comment

no one passed and we were not able to see our own essay

should be able to register courses anyway

the listening section of EEE can't be understood

the writing test wasn’t fair enough given a psychological term

too many tests other than SAT

14. SUBMISSION OF OFFICAL DOCUMENTS Any comments?

Very satisfied

help is needed, especially for international students 

More organization needed. Had to give the same documents twice which made no sense

staff should be more friendly and understanding

the administrative process was very long and steps to be followed are uncelar and unorganized. 

staff should be available and more helpful

31. NSOP Any comments?

Very satisfied

everyone was lost

should take us to all the major buildings of the campus

poinless! We could've gotten most of the information via email. 

student guides more beneficial than staff

the OIP mentor left international students unattended, we didn’t know who to talk to

we sat on the floor , there was no space

35. VIDEO TUTORIAL Any comments?

Very satisfied

excellent

I did not watch the videos. The email from registrar's office was enough

41. AUBnet ACCOUNG Any comments?

would have been extremely useful if all the info were found in one place

45. AUBdot1x Any comments?

it is better now

it works better in some areas of the campus

59. ON-LINE REGISTRATION Any comments?



HORRIBLE experience, very stressful and unfair

MORE capacities are needed (especially in major required courses and avoid conflict between them)

AUB should do pre-registration to estimate the places needed for each class

aubsis crashes a lot and internet connection is bad

change the server/system .Auto registration in courses according to the program of study

don’t let seniors reserve courses for others

faced problems because of hold on registration , which made it harder for electives

having to search for classes then go back to add/drop and add crns then getting a restriction and 

searching for new classes all over again

it gets better as you go , by the time youre a junior/ senior its much btter

the number of students far exceeds the number of seats abailable for elective courses

miscommunication during register period

more sections/places in major courses

need a better ban for auto-register 

open more sections on PSPA courses

Improve interface/make the system more simple

make room for major students (INDE) in required courses

had to postpone graduation because of lack of courses

messed up and so inefficient , hectic and needs a massive improvement to become even comparable to 

universities in USA/ CANADA / EUROPE ! Cannot stresss this enough

some courses that included labs such as CMPS were difficult to match up together , as not all labs 

were available for all lectures

students especially sophmore are not given fair opportunities to register for courses

the department of ECE is not helping the students in any manner. They open clases with low capacity.

the experience was smooth and the people responsible for this staff are helpful

system crashed, website (AUBsis) always sends error messages during the registration and signs me 

out

E4 of CEE department had to register outside major courses from econ , business , petroleum 

engineering and approve major courses as civil engineering courses due to lack of capacity . Which 

makes no sense

we need more capacity in psychology courses in general

we pay around 10000$ / semster and we are begging for courses

67. ACADEMIC ADVISING Any comments?

horrible! advising process is all useless and wrong

advisor aren't acknowledged neither helpful

advisor gave me a brochure and said he doesn't have time

advisor made me stay one more year because of lack of knowledge

Need people whos are specifically trained for registration

did not meet the advisor cannot answer

didn't really need advisor's assistance, students aremuch more helpful

doctor Dhami was very helpful

he should be more involved and from the same major 

he was very rude and hasty and seemed to be doing it out of obligation instead of interest in being 

helpful

M.Jaber(mj54) , THE BEST



mediocre advising so I barely go to them

my advisor always used to say "I have no idea, go ask the secretary" or "go search online"

helpful and caring

no advising time, advisor should send email

no comments

not all advisors only May Farah

registrar office are so rude

she always gives me negative energy that I don’t like that

she was harsh, sometimes indescribing the utility of the courses

never available/ don't reply to emails

the advisor does nothing, he/she barley gives the pins

there is always a connection problem between advisors and resgistrar , each one blames the others in 

certain topics

74. COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE Any comments?

accounts office needs more booths, we wait forever for one single payment

emails should be sent to inform and remind us of the deadlines

comptroller's officers are mean, unprofessional, rude and unfriendly 

incompetent, unorganized and not at all knowledgeable staff, they don't know the requirements and 

give wrong information

helpful and excellent staff

graduate students waiting for GA discounts need an extension for the deadline

online payment is faster and easier

paid in bank

please post clear procedure for paying tuition or just other fees.

registrar is a bit unprofessional

remove the payment directly once paid

takes long time to update web statement of fees , should add the % of paid , in addition to the price of 

1 credit

the payment process was difficult, there was even a misspell on the wire transfer name or the 

statement fees

the ticketing system doesn’t apply to AUB stuff ! Always cutting lines

there was an extra fee on my web statement of fees that I was not supposed to pay ( NSFF ) . I had to 

negotiate to put it off

they don't reply to my emails

usually we print it and pay in bank

write on website that we should just print statement of fees

78. ID CARD Any comments?

all good

great experience but difficult to find the office we need a map with all the buildings on it

I still didn’t manage to get my ID because of photo requirements

each year I need to make a new AUB ID which I found to be extra work for no reason

I went more than 10 times to be able to pick up my ID

N/A

often refused to take photo there although they had a camera



Long process, requirements for the ID aren't clear and complicated

helpful and very welocming woman staff

submitting the picture was a painful process

the guy in the ID place is lazy, rude and not helpful

validating and uploading the picture is very difficult , it took me more than 10 pics over the week of 

trying

when we miss an ID we should not pay again to get a new one

why did you remove the instant cameras it was so much more easier than uploading a photo

85. FINANCIAL AID Any comments

staff is very mean, rude, moody and unhelpful. Horrible experience with the staff. UNACCEPTABLE

More and better scholarships for outstanding people

They do not check if there is any missing document &just reject your application

financial aid is not enough for our financial situation and petition ignored

be clear about the documents needed. Had to come back several times due to missing papers before 

submission

hire more people

I did not receive an answer regarding my application

I feel like I'm begging the AUB for financial aid

biased and unfair

just because my dad works abroad , it doesn’t mean he can afford Aubs tuition

more generosity would be appreciated

not logical to apply same documents every year

online process ( submitting documents online )

overcomplicated for abroad students

Decisions must be taken before fees must be paid

93. CAMPUS HOUSING Any comments?

laudry machines need renovation (NWD)

Services at the dorms are horrible (No AC , No curtains, drawers, showers etc…)

Very pleasant experience

expensive off campus

an elevator is highly needed in Murex

I love dorms

if AUB as a  uni can buy or rent a group of houses and rent them as dorms , it would be a great idea

laws should be much more reinforced

most of the showers and showerheads are very rusted

N/A

unhelpful staff

no option to choose droms based on droms culture

more available spots are needed (especially for men)

printers are needed at the dorms

bad experience

Staff are helpful but not fair

they kicked me out in preference of USAID students

very bad cleaning servies! Better and more frequent cleaning is needed



very poorly maintained dorms/renovation is HIGHLY needed (especially at Kerr)

RAs and Head residents are really nice

94. Other comments / Suggestions

cleaning services is bad, rooms and ALL common areas/toilets must be cleaned regularly (twice per 

week is too little)

At kerr, living facilities are bad and the building needs renovation

making off campus dorms available during summer semester would be great , overall mayfair is too 

expensive for the quality we receive

none

serious actions must be taken regarding residents who break the rules (smoking weed, so much noise 

etc) because they are affecting other residents

they take ages to get things done. We have to send at least 3 emails and complaints to get what we 

want

not much availability and we get to know few days before the beginning of the semster leaving us no 

time to find other accomodation


